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A formula is given that counts the number of roots in the positive half plane
of the characteristic equation for general real, constant coefficient, linear delay-
differential systems. The formula is used to establish necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for asymptotic stability of the zero solution of linear delay-differential
systems. The formula is potentially useful in verifying stability hypotheses that arise
in bifurcation analysis of autonomous delay-differential systems. Application of the
formula to Hopf bifurcation theory for delay-differential systems is discussed, and
an example application to an equation with two delays is given.  1997 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We derive a formula for the number of roots in the positive half plane
of the characteristic equation for the linear delay-differential system
x* = :
J
j=1
Aj x(t&{j), (1)
where for each j=1 to J, {j0 and Aj is a real n by n matrix. Our result
provides information even when there are roots on the imaginary axis, as
for example, when (1) arises during bifurcation analysis for a nonlinear
delay-differential system. When there are no roots on the imaginary axis
and n is even, our result generalizes a formula derived by Ste pan [5] in his
theorem on asymptotic stability of the zero solution of systems of the form
(1). In the discussion, we shall state a slightly improved version of Ste pans
theorem, but our motivation in deriving the formula is the potential
application in bifurcation theory. We present a sample application to a
linear equation with two delays for which the characteristic equation has
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a complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues, that arises in analyzing Hopf
bifurcation for a nonlinear delay-differential equation with two delays [3,
Chapter 4].
2. STATEMENT OF THEOREM
Let A1 , ..., AJ be real n by n matrices, and let {1 , ..., {J be nonnegative
reals. Let
D(*)=det \*I& :
J
j=1
e&*{j Aj+ . (2)
Let \1 , ..., \r be the positive zeros of R(*)=Re(i &nD(iy)), counted by
multiplicity and ordered so that 0<\r } } } \1 . For each j=1, ..., r such
that D(i\j)=0, assume that the multiplicity of i\j as a zero of D(*) is the
same as the multiplicity of \j as a zero of R( y). Then, the number of roots
of the characteristic equation D(*)=0 which lie in Re *>0, counted by
multiplicity, is given by the formula
(n&K )
2
+
1
2
(&1)r sgn S (})(0)+ :
r
j=1
(&1) j&1 sgn S(\j) (3)
where K is the number of zeros of D(*) on Re(*)=0, counted by multi-
plicity, } is the multiplicity of *=0 as a root of D(*)=0, and S( y)=
Im(i &nD(iy)). Furthermore, the count (3) is odd if D(})(0)<0 and is even
if D(})(0)>0. If R( y) has no positive zeros, set r=0 and omit the summa-
tion term in (3). If *=0 is not a root of the characteristic equations, set
}=0 and interpret S (0)(0) as S(0) and D(0)(0) as D(0).
3. PROOF OF THEOREM
We will start by establishing asymptotic properties of D(*), D$(*)D(*),
R( y) and S( y), and by showing that D(*) has a finite number of zeros in
Re *0 and that R( y) has a finite number of real zeros. We then deflate
D(*) to remove any zeros on the imaginary axis, and define the contour of
integration. Next we apply the argument principle to count the zeros in
Re *>0 of the deflated function D (*), and work out the limiting forms as
the contour is enlarged of the integral of the logarithmic derivative of the
deflated function over the components of the contour. To obtain a result
in terms of R( y) and S( y), we add terms corresponding to the zeros of
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D(*) on Re *=0 to the count of zeros of D (*) before the final simplifica-
tion. The proof is along the same lines as used by Ste pan [5, Theorem 3],
except that we preprocess by deflating D(*) and postprocess by expressing
the result in terms of R( y) and S( y). Also, thanks to the factors i &n and
i K&n we introduce in defining R( y) and M( y) (respectively), we are able to
standardize the asymptotic behaviors of R( y), M( y) and the phase function
,( y), which simplifies the statement and proof of the theorem.
3.1. Asymptotic Behavior
By expansion of (2), D(*)=*n+d1(*) *n&1+ } } } +dn(*) where each
function dk(*) is a polynomial in e&*{1, ..., e&*{J, in particular
d1(*)=&e&*{1 tr(A1)& } } } &e&*{J tr(AJ).
Here, tr( ) denotes the trace. Then
D$(*)=[n+d $1(*)] *n&1+[(n&1) d1(*)+d $2(*)] *n&2+ } } }
+[dn&1(*)+d $n(*)].
Each function dk(*) and d $k(*) for k=1 } } } n is bounded in Re *0, so
D(*)=*n+d1(*) *n&1+O( |*|n&2), (4)
and
D$(*)
D(*)
=*&1[n+d $1(*)]+O( |*| &2) (5)
as |*|   in Re *0. Also, as y  \,
R( y)=yn+O( | y| n&1), (6)
and
S( y)=O( | y|n&1). (7)
3.2. Finiteness of the Zero Sets
Since D(*) is a polynomial in *, e&*{1, ..., e&*{J and each of these func-
tions is entire (holomorphic in the whole plane), so is D(*). The asymptotic
form (4) shows that all zeros of D(*) in Re *0 (if any) lie in some suf-
ficiently large disk. Since D(*) is a nonconstant, holomorphic function on
this disk, it can have at most a finite number of zeros in the disk. Therefore
D(*) has a finite number of zeros in Re *0, as is well known [1, 2].
Similarly, since R( y) is a polynomial in y, cos({1 y), sin({1 y), ..., cos({J y),
sin({J y), and each of these functions is entire, so is R( y). The asymptotic
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form (6) shows that all real zeros of R( y) (if any) lie in some sufficiently
large interval on the real axis. Choose a disk in the complex y plane large
enough to contain this real interval. Since R( y) is a nonconstant
holomorphic function on this disk, it can have at most a finite number of
zeros on the disk, and so has at most a finite number of real zeros.
3.3. Deflation
Let i|1 , ..., i|p denote the zeros of D(*) on Re *=0, Im *>0, repeated
according to multiplicity and ordered so that 0<|p } } } |1 . Define
P(*)=*}(*2+|21) } } } (*
2+|2p), (8)
and let
D (*)=the continuous extension of
D(*)
P(*)
. (9)
Then, D (*) is entire and is nonzero on the imaginary axis.
3.4. The Contour CR
For any R>0, let CR denote the (Bromwich) contour g1 _ g2 _ g3 ,
where
g1={*=Rei%, %: &?2 
?
2= ,
g2=[*=iy, y: R  0],
g3=[*=iy, y: 0  &R].
(Note: R here is distinct from the function R( y).) For sufficiently large R,
all zeros of D(*) in Re *>0 are inside CR . By the argument principle, the
number of such zeros, counted by multiplicity, is
1
2?i CR
D $(*)
D (*)
d*=
1
2?i |g1
D $(*)
D (*)
d*+
1
2?i |g2 _ g3
D $(*)
D (*)
d*. (10)
We will next work out the limits as R   of these integrals.
3.5. The Limit R   of the Integral over g1 in (10)
For sufficiently large R, D(*) and P(*) are nonzero for * on g1 and (9)
implies
1
2?i |g1
D $(*)
D (*)
d*=
1
2?i |g1
D$(*)
D(*)
d*&
1
2?i |g1
P$(*)
P(*)
d*. (11)
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Using the asymptotic behavior (5), the first term on the right of (11)
becomes
1
2?i |g1
D$(*)
D(*)
d*=
1
2? |
?2
&?2
[n+d $1(Rei%)] d%+O(R&1).
But d $1(*) is a linear combination of just those functions e&*{j, j=1 to J,
for which {j>0, so |d $1(Rei%)| is bounded and limR   d $1(Rei%)=0 for
almost every % in [&?2, ?2]. By dominated convergence,
lim
R  
1
2?i |g1
D$(*)
D(*)
d*=
n
2
. (12)
Now from (8)
P$(*)
P(*)
=
}
*
+
2*
*2+|21
+ } } } +
2*
*2+|2p
so the second term on the right of (11) becomes
1
2?i |g1
P$(*)
P(*)
d*=
}
2
+p+O(R&2). (13)
Let
K=}+2p (14)
denote the total multiplicity of zeros of D(*) on Re *=0. Equations
(11)(14) together imply
lim
R  
1
2?i |g1
D $(*)
D (*)
d*=
n&K
2
. (15)
3.6. The Limit R   of the Integral over g2 _ g3 in (10)
We introduce functions
M( y)=Re(i K&nD (iy)) (16)
and
N( y)=Im(i K&nD (iy)). (17)
From (8), (9), (16) and (17),
M( y)+iN( y)=continuous extension of
R( y)+iS( y)
y}( y2&|21) } } } ( y
2&|2p)
. (18)
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From the asymptotic behaviors (6) and (7), as y  \
M( y)=yn&K+O( | y| n&K&1) (19)
and
N( y)=O( | y|n&K&1), (20)
so M( y)>0 for all sufficiently large y and N( y)=o(M( y)). Also, since
D (iy){0 for y real, M( y)+iN( y){0 and there are functions A( y)>0 and
,( y) for y real such that
M( y)+iN( y)=A( y) ei,( y), (21)
where ,( y) is continuous for all y and satisfies ,( y)  0 as y  +. These
last two properties define ,( y) uniquely. Defined this way, both A( y) and
,( y) are real analytic. Now (M$+iN$)(M+iN )=A$A+i,$, so
A$
A
=
1
2
(M 2+N2)$
M2+N 2
(22)
and
,$( y)=
MN$&NM$
M2+N 2
. (23)
Because the matrices Aj and the scalars {j for j=1 to J are all real, the
TaylorMaclaurin expansion of D(*) has real coefficients. It follows that
Re(D(iy)) is even and Im(D(iy)) is odd. Hence exactly one of the pair of
functions R( y), S( y) is even and the other odd, and the same is true for
the pair M( y), N( y). (R( y) is even or odd according as n is even or odd,
and M( y) is even or odd according as n&K is even or odd). In either case,
M2+N 2 and MN$&NM$ are both even, so (22) is odd and (23) even. This
implies
1
2?i |g2 _ g3
D $(*)
D (*)
d*=
1
2?i |
&R
R _
A$( y)
A( y)
+i,$( y)& dy
=
1
?
(,(0)&,(R)) (24)
and so
lim
R  
1
2?i |g2 _ g3
D $(*)
D (*)
d*=
,(0)
?
. (25)
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3.7. Calculation of ,(0)
Since M(0)+iN(0){0, and one of M( y), N( y) is odd, exactly one of the
cases
(a) N(0)>0, M(0)=0, (b) N(0)<0, M(0)=0,
(c) M(0)>0, N(0)=0, (d) M(0)<0, N(0)=0,
must apply.
If M has no positive zeros, the curve M( y)+iN( y) for y0 starts at a
point satisfying one of the conditions (a), (b) or (c), traces a path in the
half plane M>0, and as y  , N( y)=o(M( y)). The change in ,( y) on
the interval [0, ) is then &?2, ?2, or 0, according to the condition (a),
(b) or (c) satisfied, and is summarized by the formula
0&,(0)=&
?
2
sgn N(0). (26)
If M has positive zeros, let +1 , ..., +m denote them, repeated according to
multiplicity and ordered so that 0<+m } } } +1 . We compute ,(0) in
terms of the changes in ,( y) over the intervals [0, +m], ..., [+2 , +1],
[+1 , ).
3.7.1. The change in ,( y) on [0, +m]. Since +m is the first positive zero
of M( y), sgn M( y)=sgn M(+m2) for 0<y<+m . The curve M( y)+iN( y)
for 0y+m starts at M(0)+iN(0) satisfying exactly one of the condi-
tions (a) } } } (d) and proceeds on a path in one of the half planes M>0 or
M<0 to the point iN(+m), where either N(+m)>0 or N(+m)<0. There are
12 cases to consider, represented by the 12 arcs from dot to ‘‘X’’ in Fig. 1.
Along the arcs shown, ,( y) varies monotonically: this need not be so for
the actual curve M( y)+iN( y). The curve is constrained so that for
0<y<+m it does not touch the N axis and in particular cannot pass
through or wind around the origin. The possible changes in phase for the
actual curve are therefore represented by the changes in phase along the
arcs shown. A single formula representing all 12 cases is given by
,(+m)&,(0)=
?
2
[sgn N(+m)&sgn N(0)] sgn M \+m2 + , (27)
as may be verified casewise.
3.7.2. The change in ,( y) on [+j+1, +j]. Assume temporarily that
+j+1<+j . The curve M( y)+iN( y) starts at iN(+j+1) and proceeds for
+j+1<y<+j on a path in one of the half planes M>0 or M<0 to the
point iN(+j). There are 8 cases to consider, represented by the arcs from
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Fig. 1. The 12 arcs representing possible changes in ,( y) on [0, +m].
dot to ‘‘X’’ in Fig. 1 that fall strictly inside the large circle. The change in
,( y) is then
,(+j)&,(+j+1)=
?
2
[sgn N(+j)&sgn N(+j+1)] sgn M \+j++j+12 + , (28)
again verified by considering each case. If the assumption +j+1<+j is false,
then +j+1=+j and equation (28) remains correct, giving ,(+j)&
,(+j+1)=0. If we define
+m+1=0, (29)
then equation (28) for j=m captures equation (27), a convenience later on.
3.7.3. The change in ,( y) on [+1 , ). The curve M( y)+iN( y) for
+1y< starts at iN(+1) and remains for y>+1 in the half plane M>0.
The change in ,( y) is then
0&,(+1)=&
?
2
sgn N(+1). (30)
3.7.4. The change in ,( y) on [0, ). Adding together (28) for j=1 to
m and (30) gives
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0&,(0)= :
m
j=1
[,(+j)&,(+j+1)]+(0&,(+1))
= :
m
j=1
?
2
[sgn N(+j)&sgn N(+j+1)] sgn M \+j++j+12 +
&
?
2
sgn N(+1). (31)
For y>+1 , M( y)>0. If +1 has multiplicity q, then +q+1<+q= } } } =+1
and sgn M( y)=(&1)q on (+q+1 , +q). Continuing, we find that for any j
such that +j+1<+j , sgn M( y)=(&1) j on (+j+1 , +j). Therefore
sgn M \+j+1++j2 +={
0
(&1) j
if +j+1=+j ,
if +j+1<+j .
(32)
Terms in the summation in (31) for which +j+1=+j vanish by virtue of the
factor sgn N(+j)&sgn N(+j+1), and so we do not alter the validity of (31)
by replacing sgn M((+j++j+1)2) with (&1) j in such terms. Equations
(31) and (32) then give
0&,(0)= :
m
j=1
?
2
[sgn N(+j)&sgn N(+j+1)](&1) j&
?
2
sgn N(+1). (33)
After recalling the definition (29) and rearranging sums, (33) becomes
,(0)
?
=
1
2
(&1)m sgn N(0)+ :
m
j=1
(&1) j&1 sgn N(+j). (34)
3.8. The Count in Terms of M( y) and N( y)
From (10), (15), (25) and (34), the number of zeros of D(*) which lie in
Re *>0, counted by multiplicity, is
lim
R  
1
2?i CR
D $(*)
D (*)
d*
= lim
R  
1
2?i |g1
D $(*)
D (*)
d*+ lim
R  
1
2?i |g2 _ g3
D $(*)
D (*)
d*
=
n&K
2
+
1
2
(&1)m sgn N(0)+ :
m
j=1
(&1) j&1 sgn N(+j). (35)
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3.9. The Count in Terms of R( y) and S( y)
Since by (18),
N( y)=
S( y)
y}( y2&|21) } } } ( y
2&|2p)
for small but nonzero y, L’Hospitals rule gives
N(0)=
S (})(0)
} ! (&|21) } } } (&|
2
p)
and so
sgn N(0)=(&1) p sgn S (})(0). (36)
Let \1 , ..., \r denote the positive zeros of R( y), repeated according to
multiplicity and ordered so that 0<\r } } } \1 . Since by (18) R( y)=
M( y) y}( y2&|21) } } } ( y
2&|2p) and M( y) has m positive zeros,
r=m+p. (37)
Furthermore the assumption that for each j=1, ..., r such that i\j is a zero
of D(*), the multiplicity of i\j as a zero of D is the same as the multiplicity
of \j as a zero of R( y), guarantees that the sets [|1 , ..., |p] and
[+1 , ..., +m] are disjoint. Consider next the summation term in (35).
Let +t= } } } =+t+q&1 be a zero of M of multiplicity q (q1). Then there
is a corresponding index s such that \s=+t , and \s= } } } =\s+q&1 is a
zero of R of multiplicity q. Moreover, s=t+n|(+t), where n|( y) denotes
the total number of |k ’s exceeding y. Conversely, if \s= } } } =\s+q&1 is a
zero of R of multiplicity q, then for t=s&n|(\s), +t= } } } =+t+q&1 is a
zero of M of multiplicity q. Now for y>0, sgn S( y)=sgn( y&|1) } } }
sgn( y & |p) sgn N( y), so sgn S(\s) = (&1)n|(+t) sgn N(+t) = (&1)s&t
sgn N(+t). This implies
:
t+q&1
j=t
(&1) j&1 sgn N(+j)= :
s+q&1
i=s
(&1) i&1 sgn S(\i). (38)
Summing equalities (38) over distinct zeros of M then gives
:
m
j=1
(&1) j&1 sgn N(+j)= :
r
i=1
(&1) i&1 sgn S(\i). (39)
The extra terms present on the right of (39) for indices i such that \i
corresponds to an |k for some k=1, ..., p, vanish individually since
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S(|k)=Im(D(i|k)) and D(i|k)=0. Equation (35), after substitutions
using equations (36), (37) and (39), becomes
lim
R  
1
2?i CR _
D $(*)
D (*) & d*
=
(n&K )
2
+
1
2
(&1)r sgn S (})(0)+ :
r
i=1
(&1) i&1 sgn S(\i). (40)
The right side of (40) is the desired formula (3) for the number of zeros of
D (*) (and of D(*)) in Re *>0, counted by multiplicity. The only remaining
task is to examine the parity (even or odd) of formula (3).
3.10. Parity of (3)
Recalling K=}+2p from (14), formula (3) becomes
n&}
2
+
1
2
(&1)r sgn S (})(0)+_&p+ :
r
i=1
(&1) i&1 sgn(S(\i))& . (41)
Since exactly p of the terms S(\i), i=1 to r vanish, ri=1 (&1)
i&1 sgn S(\i)
is the sum of r&p terms, each \1, the value of this sum is an integer with
the same parity as r&p. Thus the expression [&p+ri=1 (&1)
i&1 sgn S(\i)]
appearing in (41) is an integer with the same parity as r.
Since } is the multiplicity of *=0 as a zero of D(*) (}=0 if *=0 is not
a zero), necessarily D(})(0){0.
Suppose n&} is even. Then S (})(0)=0 and R(})(0)=(&1)(n&})2 D (})(0).
Since R( y)>0 for all sufficiently large y, the number of positive zeros of
R( y) (counted by multiplicity) is even if R(})(0)>0 and odd if R(})(0)<0.
If D(})(0)>0, r therefore has the same parity as (n&})2, and (41) is even.
If D(})(0)<0, r has opposite parity from (n&})2, and (41) is odd.
Suppose n&} is odd. Then S (})(0)=(&1)(n&}+1)2 D(})(0), and either
n&}=4j+1 for some nonnegative integer j or n&}=4k+3 for some
nonnegative integer k. If n&}=4j+1, then (n&}+1)2 is odd and (41)
becomes
2j+
1
2
(1&(&1)r sgn D (})(0))+_&p+ :
r
i=1
(&1) i&1 sgn(S(\i))& (42)
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whereas if n&}=4k+3, then (n&}+1)2 is even and (41) may be
rewritten as
2k+2&
1
2
(1&(&1)r sgn D (})(0))
+_&p+ :
r
i=1
(&1) i&1 sgn(S(\i))& . (43)
The even terms 2j and 2k+2 in (42) and (43) do not affect the parity. If
D(})(0)>0, since 12 (1&(&1)
r) has parity the same as that of r, both
expressions (42) and (43) are even. If D(})(0)<0, since 12 (1&(&1)
r) has
parity opposite that of r, both (42) and (43) are odd. In all cases, then, the
parity of (3) is determined by the sign of D(})(0). If D (})(0)>0, (3) is even
and if D(})(0)<0, (3) is odd. This completes the proof of the theorem.
4. DISCUSSION
Formula (3), along with results from [1, 2], yields the following theorem:
The zero solution of (1) is asymptotically stable if and only if
(i) D(0){0
(ii) S(\i){0 for i=1 to r, and
(iii)
n
2
+
1
2
(&1)r sgn S(0)+ :
r
i=1
(&1) i&1 sgn S(\i)=0.
The statement of this theorem is simpler than Ste pans [5, Theorem 3]. For
even n, the hypotheses can be shown the same as Ste pans, but for odd n,
they differ. The condition (i) may be replaced with (i $) D(0)>0 .
Our conclusion that if D(})(0)<0 the count (3) is odd, implies in par-
ticular if D(0)<0, there is at least one zero of D(*) in Re *>0. Under the
same condition D(0)<0, Theorem 6 of [5] shows only that there is at
least one zero of D(*) in Re *0.
In the analysis of classical Hopf bifurcation for autonomous delay-
differential systems, the linear delay-differential system of the form (1) is
the variational system at the critical value of the bifurcation parameter, and
the only zeros of D(*) on the imaginary axis are \i|1 (|1>0). Suppose
further R$(|1){0. Then the multiplicity of |1 as a zero of R( y) is one, and
since R$(|1){0 implies D$(i|1){0, the multiplicity of i|1 as a zero of
D(*) is also one. In this case }=0, K=2, and r1. The condition that
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there are no zeros of D(*) in Re *>0 is necessary (but not sufficient) for
stability of the periodic solutions that arise by Hopf bifurcation. Applying
formula (3), the condition will be satisfied if and only if
n
2
&1+
1
2
(&1)r sgn S(0)+ :
r
i=1
(&1) i&1 sgn S(\i)=0. (44)
Our motivation in deriving (3) was to to use a formula such as (44) in an
algorithm to be implemented as part of a general-purpose code [4] that
analyzes Hopf bifurcation in autonomous delay differential systems. In out-
line, the method described in [4] to verify the hypothesis that there are no
zeros of D(*) in Re *>0 is as follows: Gershgorin type bounding is
employed to determine a rectangular region in the positive half-plane,
inside which all zeros (if any) of D(*) must lie, and numerical quadrature
is used to approximate integral of the logarithmic derivative of D(*)
around the boundary of this rectangle. Numerical verification of the
hypotheses based on equation (44) promises to be more efficient, since it
involves little more than finding real positive roots of R( y).
For some systems, (44) can be checked analytically. Consider for example
the equation
x* =$[x(t&1)+x(t&2)]
where $=?3&32 which arises in Hopf bifurcation analysis of a nonlinear
delay-differential system considered in [3, Chap. 4]. For the linear system,
we have
D(*)=*+$(e&*+e&2*),
R( y)=Re(i &1D(iy))=y&$(sin y+sin 2y), and
S( y)=Im(i &1D(iy))=&(cos y+cos 2y).
D(*) has the pair of zeros \i|1=\i?3. R( y) therefore has a positive
zero ?3, and as is easily shown, no others. Since R$(?3)=1+$2{0, the
multiplicity of ?3 as a zero of R( y) is one. Now R$(?3){0 implies
D$(i(?3)){0 so the multiplicity of i(?3) as a zero of D(*) is also one.
Thus r=1, \1=?3, and necessarily S(\1)=0. The number of zeros of
D(*) in Re *>0 is then
n
2
&1+
1
2
(&1)r sgn S(0)=
1
2
&1+
1
2
=0,
as desired. This same result was obtained in [3], but only after more effort
than we have just expended.
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